
1 High-Level

• Avoid code duplication.

• Split your code into small, re-usable, independent units.

• Test your code. The better you separate your code into re-usable simple classes /
functions, the better you can test these separately, e.g. using unit tests. Test corner
cases (e.g. an empty graph).

• Document your code. State input/output of functions, and properties the input needs
to satisfy, and properties the output is guaranteed to have.

• Validate your input. Do not rely on the program input to satisfy the requirements you
need; check them.

• Use proper types.

• Avoid manual memory management.

2 Code Structure

• Distribute your code into separate files.

• Avoid long functions and huge classes. Split off code for independent subtasks into
separate functions / classes providing a singe logical functionality. In particular, if you
implement a data structure (e.g. Union-Find), do so in a stand-alone class that only
implements Union-Find and does not know anything about the rest of your code.

• In particular, the main function should only consist of the very top-level logic that e.g.
reads a graph and calls an algorithm on it.

3 Code Style

• Use const as often as possible. Mark member functions const that do not alter the
object, mark passed function arguments const that are not to be modified, and even
mark local variables in functions const if they do not need to change.

• Use a consistent naming scheme for types, members, functions, etc.

• Use meaningful variable names. Avoid generic names like i,j,k,n,m,x,y,z, in par-
ticular in longer functions. Of course, if used for the same value in a consistent way
(e.g. n for |V (G)|), or used very locally (i.e. as a counter in a function of a few lines),
exceptions may apply.

• Minimize visibility of variables. Declare variables in the most inner scope that uses
them. In particular, do not declare all variables that you might need within a function
at the very begin, and then use them all over the place. Exceptions apply for runtime
critical code that many times in the body of a loop uses an array, which would be
unneccessarily allocated in each iteration if declared within the loop body.
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4 Types

• Make wide use of typedefs (or, similar and new since C++11, type aliases): E.g., when
using the type size t as an index type for vertices, write typedef size t VertexIndex;.
Now you can use VertexIndex as type for all vertex indices and usually do not mix
them up with, e.g., EdgeIndex. Generally, the type of a variable should not indicate the
implementation of what this variable stores, but what is represented by the variable.
For example, if you implement a weighted graph, you should not store weights as int

or double, but instead as Weight or Cost.

• Make wide use of enums. Do not use e.g. an int to represent a finite set of states using
hardcoded constants in the code. Instead, create an enum whose values replace these
hardcoded constants. An enum may even be useful to replace a bool, eliminating the
ambiguity of which case is represented by true and false.

5 Memory Management

• Do not use alloc, malloc, calloc, free.

• If possible, do not use new, delete.

• Use built-in data structures (e.g. std::vector for an array of dynamic length).

• Use smart pointers for owning pointers (std::unique ptr and std::shared ptr) [re-
quires C++11 or newer]. Construct these using std::make shared and, from C++14
on, using std::make unique.

• Remember that allocations are relatively expensive. Avoid unneccessary allocations in
runtime critical code.

6 Language Features

• Use standard library functionality where possible. For example, do not implement your
own sorting algorithm, but use std::sort. Many common operations, in particular
on iterators, often are implemented in a general way in the standard library. For ex-
ample, instead of manually searching in an array for an element, use std::find and
std::binary search.

• Don’t use macros if possible. In particular, do not use macros where functions suffice,
e.g. to compute the maximum of two numbers.

• Don’t use goto.

• Do not use using namespace std;. At the very least, restrict to functionality you
actually use, for example by using std::cout;.

• Although supported by some compilers, variable-length arrays are not allowed in stan-
dard C++. Do not use them. Variable length arrays are arrays whose lengths is
determined at run-time as in the following example:

void foo(int n)

{
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int arr[n];

...

}

• Use exceptions to indicate severe program errors (both invalid program input and not
satisfied program invariants). Make sure to ‘catch‘ exceptions.

7 General Notes

• C++ is not Java. For several reasons, do not write

void foo() {

T* t = new T(args);

...

delete t;

}

Instead, just write

void foo() {

T t(args);

...

}

• Do not use non-const global variables.

• Always initialize your variables. Instead of int i; i = 5; write int i = 5;. Even
better: int const i = 5;

• Be aware of whether you pass arguments by value or by reference, and the run time
implications. For example, passing a vector of length n by value to a function results
in a deep copy of the vector with runtime Ω(n). In most cases (unless the arguments
need to be modified), passing as const reference is the correct choice.

• Always state all include dependencies. For example, if you use std::max, include
<algorithm>, even if the program compiles without it. The set of includes inherited
from included library headers may change from compiler to compiler.

• Fix all warnings.

• Never leak memory, even if the program input is invalid. You may want to use valgrind
to check. If you do not manage memory manually, leaks are very unlikely.

• Strictly avoid undefined behavior (UB). Many operations in C/C++ immediately in-
validate the whole program, for example:

– signed integer overflow

– reading uninitialized variables

– integer division by zero

– out-of-bounds array access

• Be aware of object lifetime, and avoid dangling references.
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8 Useful Idioms

• Make use of the RAII (Resource Aquisition Is Initialization) idiom: When performing
some task that requires cleanup later on (allocate memory: needs to be deallocated;
acquire a lock: needs to be released; make a temporary change: needs to be reverted),
perform this operation in the constructor of a helper class, and perform the cleanup in
its destructor. Then, use a local scope to define the lifetime of the helper object. This
way, it is guaranteed that for each such task, the corresponding cleanup action is always
executed. In particular, it cannot be forgotten (e.g. when using a return statement
in the middle of a function), and is also executed in case of exceptions. Note that
using standard library classes like std::vector, std::unique ptr, std::shared ptr

already achieves this for the special case of memory allocations.

9 Debugging

• Use common debugging tools (all of these are well-documented are there are plenty of
guides how to use them):

– gdb to debug your program.

– valgrind to detect memory issues of your program.

– callgrind to profile your program, e.g. determine which routines consume the
most run time. Can e.g. be combined with kcachegrind.

• Test small instances first. Try to reproduce bugs on instances as small as possible,
possibly in some automated way.
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